
GOOD 11"–12"

INTELLECT SLIPCASE  
FOR PC & CHROMEBOOKS $21.99
- Padded laptop compartment
- Large exterior accessory pocket
- Removable and adjustable shoulder strap
 TBT248US (Black)  
12.1" 

NEW SLIPCASE WITH HANDLE  
FOR CHROMEBOOKS  $34.99
- Designed for K-12 students
- Zippered exterior accessory pocket
- Removable & adjustable padded shoulder strap
- Molded case for superior Chromebook protection
 TSS679US (Black)  
11.6" 

BETTER 13"–15"

SLIPCASE WITH HANDLE  
FOR PC & CHROMEBOOKS  $27.99
- Low profile & retractable handle for easy transport
- Zippered exterior accessory pocket
- Durable, weather-resistant neoprene protects laptop
- Soft internal lining helps prevents scratches
 TSS534US (Black with dark gray accent trim)      
14"

GOOD 15.6" & ABOVE

INTELLECT SLIPCASE WITH HANDLE 
& SHOULDER STRAP  $24.99
- Padded laptop compartment
- Large exterior accessory pocket
- Removable & adjustable shoulder strap
- Trolley pass-through strap
 TBT240US (Black with gray accent trim)  
15.6" 

HARD SIDED CASES FOR APPLE & CHROMEBOOKS 

NEW HARD SIDED/MOLDED  
WORK-IN CHROMEBOOK CASE  $39.99
- Designed for K-12 classroom use
- Zippered exterior accessory pocket
- Fits into charging carts with access to ports
- Removable & adjustable padded shoulder strap
- Molded work-in case for superior protection
 TKC001 (Black with gray accent trim)  
11.6" 

ORBUS HARD SIDED LAPTOP CASE 
FOR CHROMEBOOKS  $49.99
- EVA hard-sided exterior with a soft Nyflex® interior
- Lightweight & durable with handles for easy carrying
- Reflective silver stripe for extra visibility
- Internal accessory mesh pocket for small items
- Adjustable padded shoulder strap
 TBD013US (Black with reflective strip)  
13.3" 
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GS HARD SIDED LAPTOP  
CASE FOR CHROMEBOOKS  $54.99
- Durable EVA exterior & bubble interior for extra protection
- Four internal corner straps secure laptop while in-use
- Removable & adjustable padded shoulder strap
- Bright orange interior for a fresh, young design
- Lightweight case can be used alone or in another bag
 TBD014US (Black)  
13.3" 

NEW HARD SIDED/MOLDED 
CHROMEBOOK CASE WITH ZIPPERED 
POCKET  $49.99
- Designed for K-12 classroom use
- Hand & shoulder strap fit in charging carts & has 
  port access
- Zippered exterior accessory pocket
- Fits into charging carts with access to ports
- Removable & adjustable padded shoulder strap
- Molded work-in case for superior protection
 TKC002 (Black with gray accent trim) 
14"

NEW FOLIO WRAP CASE FOR 
MICROSOFT SURFACE® 2  $39.99
- Folio-style case design with magnetic closure
- Compatible with Surface® Power Cover, Touch Cover  
  & Type Cover
- Grip interior lining offers infinite viewing angles
- Stone PU exterior offers water, stain & wear resistance
 THZ511US (Black)      
10.6"

NEW FOLIO WRAP CASE FOR 
MICROSOFT SURFACE® PRO 2  $39.99
- Folio-style case design with magnetic closure
- Compatible with Surface® Power Cover, Touch Cover  
  & Type Cover
- Grip interior lining offers infinite viewing angles
- Stone PU exterior offers water, stain & wear resistance
 THZ510US (Black)      
10.6"

Tablet & iPad® Cases & Accessories

iPad® Air

NEW VUSCAPE™ SLIM $39.99
- Slender elegant silhouette with stylus holder
- Corner protection with easy access to ports
- Two foam grooves for touch screen stability
- Typing tab provides proper typing angle
- Fully lined interior & easy-to-clean exterior
 THZ195US (Black Ultra Twill)      
iPad Air

NEW VERSAVU™ CLASSIC  $49.99
- 360˚ patented rotating screen case for easy landscape  
  or portrait viewing
- Integrated typing position
- Custom-fit iPad Air™ shell for strong protection with  
  easy access to ports
- Top stitching with twill pattern for simple elegance
- Multiple viewing angles with foam grooves
 THZ458US (Black Faux Leather)      
iPad Air

Apple,® PC, Chromebook™ 
Sleeves & Slipcases

Stylus not included

Education 
Solutions Now  
Launched!



Tablet & iPad® Cases & Accessories

KEYBOARD CASES

VERSAVU® KEYBOARD CASE  $59.99
Case Features
- 360˚ rotating stand allows iPad to rotate vertically &  
  horizontally
- Features a convenient stylus loop
Keyboard Features
- Keyboard Bluetooth® wireless technology seamlessly  
  connects to iPad
- iPad specific hot keys provide full compatibility
- Scissor key keyboard provides tactile feedback
- Magnetic on/off & rechargeable keyboard with 90 hours  
  of battery life
 THZ17101US (Black)  
iPad 3rd & 4th Gen  |  iPad 2 

VERSAVU® KEYBOARD CASE  $59.99
- 360˚ patent-pending rotating stand allows iPad to rotate  
  vertically & horizontally
- Removable keyboard with wireless Bluetooth compatibility
- Infinite viewing angles as tablets slides with keyboard or  
  on guard rail when keyboard is removed
- Rechargeable lithium battery
- Easy-to-clean PU leather exterior
 THZ192US (Black)  
iPad Air 

 

NEW FOLIO KEYBOARD CASE $89.99
- Features removable keyboard design
- Magnetic sliding keyboard keeps it secure & provides  
  infinite viewing and typing angles
- Folio wrap design functions the same with or without  
  keyboard inside of case
- Perfect fit tray provides device protection
- Bluetooth compatibility with rechargeable lithium battery
- Easy-to-clean stone texture PU with magnetic flap closure
 THZ494US (Black)  
iPad Air 

UNIVERSAL CASES

NEW UNIVERSAL TABLET CASE 7"-8"  
$29.99
- Bungee Fit System grips the device
- Simple elastic band closure adds color
- One position stand & folds back for one handed use
- High denier woven exterior material
 THZ433US (Black)      
7"-8"

NEW UNIVERSAL TABLET CASE 9"-10"  
$34.99
- Bungee Fit System grips the device
- Simple elastic band closure adds color
- One-position stand that folds back for one-handed use
- High denier woven exterior material
 THZ434US (Black)      
9"-10"

NEW UNIVERSAL 360º ROTATING 7"-8" 
TABLET CASE  $34.99
- 360º rotational screen for easy landscape/portrait viewing
- Bungee Fit System grips the device
- Simple elastic band closure adds color
- One position stand & folds back for one handed use
- High denier woven exterior material
 THZ456US (Black)      
7"-8"

NEW UNIVERSAL 360º ROTATING 9"-10" 
TABLET CASE  $44.99
- 360º rotational screen for easy landscape or portrait  
  viewing
- Bungee Fit System grips the device
- Simple elastic band closure adds color
- One position stand & folds back for one handed use
- High denier woven exterior material
 THZ457US (Black)      
9"-10"

SafePort®  |  Rugged  |  Active Lifestyle

iPad 3rd & 4th Gen  |  iPad 2

SAFEPORT® RUGGED MAX PRO  $59.99
- Designed specifically for the iPad 3rd & 4th Gen, iPad 2
- Hardened polycarbonate shell with shock absorbing silicone
- Built-in screen protector
- Silicone plugs over audio & power ports
- Double padded corners
 THD044US (Black)  |  THD04403US (Red) 
iPad 3rd & 4th Gen, iPad 2

iPad Air

NEW SAFEPORT® RUGGED MAX CASE 
WITH INTEGRATED STAND  $69.99
- Designed specifically for the iPad Air
- Thinner/lighter than the competition
- Advanced edge & corner protection
- Built-in screen protector, silicone plugs over audio &   
  power ports
- Meets Mil-Std-810G for shock dust & rain
- Integrated sliding stand provides landscape typing positions
 THD106US (Black)      
iPad Air

SAFEPORT® RUGGED MAX PRO  $69.99
- Designed specifically for the iPad Air
- Hardened polycarbonate shell with shock absorbing silicone
- Built-in screen protector, double padded corners
- Silicone plugs over audio & power ports
- Meets Mil-Std-810G
- Compatible with optional rotating stand, hand strap   
  & shoulder strap
 THD100US (Black)      
iPad Air

NEW SAFEPORT® RUGGED MAX PRO 
CASE & ROTATING STAND BUNDLE  
$59.99
- Designed specifically for the iPad Air, Meets Mil-Std-810G
- Hardened polycarbonate shell with shock absorbing silicone
- Built-in screen protector, silicone plugs over audio &   
  power ports
- Stand allows for multiple typing angles in portrait &   
  landscape mode
- 360º rotation, acts as stand & handle
 BUS0365US (Black)      
iPad Air

NEW SAFEPORT® RUGGED MAX PRO 
iPad Air CASE & ROTATING HAND STRAP 
BUNDLE $69.99
- Designed specifically for the iPad Air
- Meets Mil-Std-810G
- Hardened polycarbonate shell with shock absorbing silicone
- Built-in screen protector, silicone plugs over audio &   
  power ports
- Removable, washable hand strap, easy-to-install/uninstall
- Provides 360º rotation, adjustable, soft-to-the-touch feel
 BUS0366US (Black)      
iPad Air

CUSTOM LOGO PROGRAM
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Embroidered Patch Heat Transfer 
Multiple Colors

Color Printed 
Cases: Insert 

Accessories: Direct

K-12  
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For more information and bid pricing opportunities, contact your Targus 
Sales Manager at sales.us@targus.com. 


